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Quickly repurpose linear content to web, mobile and social.
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Their challenge is to engage the viewers on all 
platforms keeping their interest and driving back to 
linear channel ratings. This must be done quickly and 
easily while maintaining compliance to evolving web-
compliance standards. 

One-button publishing profiles facilitate rapid 
processing of content to meet appropriate container 
and encoding requirements for an array of platforms, 
including target websites, YouTube, Twitter and 
Facebook. Share also makes use of existing closed-
captioning text to publish content that is compliant with 
government regulations.

Enabling speed and agility in publishing content to a 
multitude of digital platforms, the Share application 
allows broadcasters to repurpose existing content 
quickly and efficiently and subsequently push it to  
digital platforms and social media sites.
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Key benefits
• Simple-to-use video clipping

• High-quality HD and frame accuracy

• Closed-captioning to meet regulations (CVAA)

• Tags, categories and any custom metadata supported  
with video clip

• Thumbnails creation and cropping

• Proxy viewing allows for effective remote operations

• Ad removal, manual and automated-based on ad sync signals 
centralized platform that manages the access to accounts, 
stores all authentication details, and grants the right access 
permission for the right employees

• Profile system allows for one-button sharing

• Ease of use, speed for archiving

• Only legally approved content can be posted to social  
and web clips ‘as aired’

• Enterprise-grade solution – permissions, active directory, 
policies; industry-proven, high-capacity equipment that can  
serve hundreds of users, hundreds of clips and hundreds  
of destinations

• Share can be added to an existing Media Intelligence Service 
application, or can be purchased as a standalone product.

Whether it’s for broadcasters, networks 
or studios, content owners need to extend 
the life of their content by delivering it to a 
growing variety of mobile, social and  
web platforms.


